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Conveying Technology of Tomorrow

MAKS, is an innovative company, has been providing
services in conveyor industry for more than 5 years. With years
of experience and know-how in the business of displacement, we
are developing and building systems that convey your product
today with the technology of tomorrow.
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Conveying Technology of Tomorrow

At MAKS, we ensure that your products are safely and
speedily conveyed from the point where you want it to
start, to the point where you want it to end.
Some applicable industries:
 Cosmetic
 Beverage
 Food
 Pharmaceutical
 Printing
and many more

Quality
We pride ourselves in everything we build. Quality is of
utmost importance in this organization and it sits at the
top of our vision chain. We believe there are no details
too small to be ignored and no problems too big to be
resolved.
Components used in our lines are chosen among the best
to assure reliability and confidence to our customers.
Lines are built with maximum care to advocate
conviction between strength and optimal aesthetics,
making sure that you are the proud owner of a beautiful
system.
The proof of our unbeatable quality and standard is our
impressive clientele. MAKS provides conveyance
technology using a customer specific technology. This
enables us to meet the customer’s need head-on and
accurately.
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Design
Improvement is the key to providing better solution to
customers. That is why we pledge unwavering
commitment to R&D and are always in search of
technological innovations. Our conveyors are the result
of a perfect combination between expertise in
manufacturing and wealth of experience in engineering.

With our strong team of designers pooling their
knowledge together, we are never short of ideas and
solutions to meet the needs of our customers.

Our forte always lies in the flexibility of our modular
designs. This enables our engineers to propose the most
efficient and rational engineering solution according to

Options

your products and your specific logistic needs.

To us, all customers are unique, that is why we listen relentlessly
to your needs and requirements. We understand what you want
and we have created many options just to match your demand.
These include:


One or multiple-ways conveyors



Rotating Platform



Accumulation Tables



Delaying Devices



Gravitational, Motorized and Friction rollers



PU Belt Conveyors



Slat Belt Conveyors



Modular Chain Conveyors

plus many more
Call us today for a full-service solution. Our team will be there
for you.

With our in-house design capability and in-depth knowledge
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on the subject, MAKS has never stop short of offering the
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best solutions to our customers. We design and build our
machines to suit your production needs and each machine is
tailored to work perfectly with your product.

We make machines, YOU make us special.
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